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INTRODUCTION 

 

     What do we mean when we say Arabic? To provide a comprehensive response the 

pages of this "Compass" are not sufficient. Just hearing the word "Arab", our collective 

imagination goes immediately to the deserts of Saudi Arabia, in today's increasingly 

popular beach resorts like Sharm El Sheikh, Hammamet, or Agadir, or the sad events of 

current affairs and international politics that we have now got used to hearing on the news. 

      But not everyone knows that the first language exchanges between the Arabic region 

and the Italian region begins with the rapid Islamization of the Mediterranean in the seventh 

century A.D. And it was during this period that Arabisms were used in the Italian language, 

especially in the dialects of Southern Italy. In the era shortly after the death of Muhammad 

the Italian peninsula and the main islands of the Mediterranean began to suffer incursions 

and raids by the Arabs occupying many Italian cities such as Brindisi, Taranto and Bari.  

      But the Italian region that suffered one of the largest invasions by Muslims was 

without a doubt Sicily, with the birth of the Siculo-Arabic language. My goal is to show the 

reality that we have in common with these people, paying particular attention to the 

language, the preferred way to penetrate the culture of a people. I think it is appropriate and 

auspicious to remember a saying of the Prophet:  

 

“Utlub to -'ilm wa-law fī s-Sin” 21 

 

‘Seek knowledge even as far as China!’

                                                        
21 Ali M. Scalabrin, Il Corano in italiano, letture di riferimento per il musulmano italiano 

(2013) p.20. Translator’s note - The Kuran in the Italian language,reference readings for 

Italian muslims. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

“THE ARABIC LANGUAGE” 

 

1.1 Different kinds of Arabic 

      By now it must be clear what we mean by "Arabic language". The official language of 

all Arab countries coincides with what in the West is commonly known by several 

definitions, including "Classical Arabic" "Literary Arabic " or "Standard Arabic". Some of 

these labels can be misleading, however: "Classical Arabic" is not far from "Classical 

Latin" and " Classical Greek " that refer to a precise historical period, while “Literary 

Arabic” concerns only the language used in literarure.         

     The “standard” label is perhaps more aseptic than the other, but it is used only in 

reference to the contemporary language and it is therefore not entirely satisfactory. 

    Therefore, if the Western tradition with “Classical Arabic” or “Literary Arabic” or 

“Standard Arabic” refers to the same linguistic form encoded by all grammars, the Arab 

tradition instead uses the definition: 

“The most eloquent Arabic language”.22 

    The modern Arabic studies distinguishe four different forms of Arabic defined as 

follows: 

 Classical Arabic: the label that refers to the language demonstrated by pre-Islamic 

poetry, the Koran and the later literature; 

 Modern Standard Arabic: it is the form of Classical Arabic of the last one hundred 

fifty years used primarily for contemporary literature and journalistic prose; 

 Neo-Arabic: the label that refers to all Arabic dialects spoken from the Persian Gulf 

to the Atlantic Ocean; 

 Middle-Arabic: the label that refers to the language of a particular literary 

production in which deviations of the language and the consequent traces of dialect 

appear more or less obvious. 

                                                        
22 I livelli dell’Arabo contemporaneo in Egitto, a cura di Dār al-Ma'ārif, il Cairo (1973) p. 

36. TN - The Contemporary Arabic levels in Egypt, edited by Dār al-Ma'ārif, Cairo.  
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    The Modern Standard Arabic and Classical Arabic are structurally and formally the same 

language, with the same phonology and the same morphosyntax, but the first is the natural 

adjustment of the second to the needs of contemporary society. In this sense, the modern 

literary language is roughly the same as that of 1500 years ago, we could say that a 

medieval scholar could read a newspaper today, if only he had possessed a modern 

dictionary. 

     The so-called Neo-Arabic should not make us think of a new type of Arabic nor of a 

more recent linguistic stage, but of a variety of Arabic that is completely different: the 

dialect. 

     And here we have a problem: diglossia.  

1.2 Diglossia and its origins  

      According to some Greek and French linguistic studies, Ferguson takes the concept of 

diglossia to apply it to the current linguistic situation in the Arab world, equating it to that 

of Greece, to the German-speaking part of Switzerland and Haiti. 

      According to the Ferguson model, in the Arab world there are two varieties of the same 

language: a high variety and a low variety. The first is based on Standard Arabic, the 

second on the dialect. Standard Arabic is the official language of each Arab state used in 

literature and the press, in administration, education and in some mass media means. It is 

used for everything that is written or plays a minimum of formality and orally in situations 

of high formality: television, radio, lecturing, when giving a solemn speech etc. The dialect 

is used in all other unofficial occasions and is therefore the language of daily 

communication. 

      Every single Arab speaker therefore could be considered a “bilingual” but the Arabic 

speaking community can be defined more precisely as "diglotta" because there are two 

forms of Arabic: classical Arabic and the local dialect. However, there are significant 

differences. 

    The fundamental difference is that the dialect is used for daily communication by 

illiterate people and people of higher educational level and social status. While the Arabic 

dialect is inherited from parents, Classical Arabic is acquired only with education. 

       So what are the effects of diglossia? After studying Arabic meticulously, the Westerner 
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who goes to an Arab country will encounter serious problems of communication: knowing 

Classical Arabic he/she can read all publications, books, magazines, newspapers without 

any problem and he/she can listen to all the newscasts and understand the local people but 

they will not understand him, because not all Arabs know the Classical Arabic acquired 

only through education.  

1.3 Arabic dialects 

      Before going further I want the reader to understand that for linguists there is no 

difference between "language" and "dialect". Historically every language was initially a 

dialect that for political, religious or cultural reasons, at one point was raised to the rank of 

language. Since a certain parlance is declared official and is therefore protected by 

intellectuals and institutions, the community will perceive all other parlances as "dialects", 

deviant and incorrect varieties not recognised in the role of languages. 

       Now we will focus on Arabic dialects to see the difference between them and Classical 

Arabic. Let's consider a simple phrase like 'What do you do?': 

 

      

      Note for example that terms of daily use such as nouns like table and bottle and the 

adverb of time now are used according to geographical areas: 

CLASSICAL ARABIC Mādā turīdu 'an taf 'ala? 

GULF Wayš tibġi tsawwi? 

PALESTINE Šū biddak ti'mal? 

EGYPT 'Āwiz ta 'mil ēh? 

LIBYA Ăš thibb ͥtdīr? 

 TABLE BOTTLE NOW 

Classical Arabic tāwila qarūra al-'ān 

Morocco mīda qər'a dāba 

Tunisia tāwla dabbūza tawwa 

Egypt tarabēza 'izāza dilawa'ti 

Syria  tāwle 'annīne halla' 

Iraq mēz butil hassa 
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     In dialect, however, the disappearance of the declination has favored the use of 

analytical particles of various origins that constitute a pseudo-construct state, and then, a 

complement of specification like this example ‘The telephon of the director’: 

 

    We also have to consider two types of classifications of dialects: 

1. The sociological classification distinguishes sedentary dialects and Bedouin 

dialects. Normally social isolation leads to cases of conservation and archaic 

language; sedentary areas open to trade and interaction, have innovative linguistic 

features. In fact we can say that, in the same geographical area, the Bedouin dialects 

have a greater number of conservative features than sedentary dialects. 

2. The geographical classification distinguishes first of all the two major dialect 

groups of eastern and western varieties. A more detailed classification, however, 

includes the following dialectal areas: 

 Peninsular Arabic: the dialects of the Arabian Peninsula; 

 Mesopotamian Arabic: the dialects spoken in Iraq, the Gulf region and by the Arab 

minority within the eastern non Arabic-speaking nations such as Turkey, 

Uzbekistan and Afghanistan;  

 Near-East Arabic: includes dialects of Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Israel / Palestine; 

 Egyptian Arabic: the most prestigious dialect spoken in Cairo;  

 Sudanese, Nigerian and Chadic Arabic: is a set of dialects that share common traits 

with other nearby varieties (mainly the Egyptian variety), but are also strongly 

influenced by the sub-Saharan African languages; 

 Maghreb or North African Arabic: these kinds of Arabic are distinguished by 

oriental varieties (Libya and Tunisia) and western viarieties (Algeria and Morocco). 

SANAA  it-tilifōn hagg il-mudīr 

BAGHDAD it-tilifōn māl il-mudīr 

DAMASCUS it-talifōn taba' il-mudīr 

RABAT ǝt-tilifūn dyāl ǝl-mudīr 
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  Nevertheless, in modern times, in the Arab world some were in favor of recognising 

languages as dialects. 

1.4 Arabic phonology 

       Phonology is the study of the sounds or phonemes of a language. Below is the Arabic 

phonological system made up of consonant phonemes sorted by place and manner of 

articulation accepted for Classical Arabic:  

  

        One of the main problems of consonantism is the “dental triad” ت t ≠ د d ≠ ض ḍ 

where ض is rapresented by a ḍ in modern Arabic but there are uncertainties about its origin. 

 

Joining the lips we articulate the biliabials ب b, م m, ف f and the semiconsonant و w that in 

Italian corresponds to the letter u; the dentals ت t, د d,  ن n; the interdentals ث ṯ, , ذ ḏ , ظ ẓ; 

the sibilants س s and  ز z; the palatals ج ǧ,  ي y; the velars ك k,  خ ḫ,  غ ġ; the uvular ق q; 

the pharingals ح ḥ,  ع’. 

1.5 From the Semitic scripts to the Arabic script 

      Today the Arabic script is perhaps the most used in the world after Latin. It was initially 

created just for Arabic, but with the Islamic expansion it was adopted by many Islamics so 

they could write in their own languages: Persia, Pashto, Curdu ( Iranian languages ); Urdu, 

Sindh, Kashmiri (Indo-Aryan languages); Malagasy and Malay ( Austronesian languages ) 
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and turkish Osmanli23. 

     The oldest forms of writing in the history of humanity are pictographic, whose aim is to 

draw an object or an event. 

     From the pictographic phase people soon switched to ideographic writing where each 

ideogram corresponds to a word and then, the total number of signs, or rather graphemes, 

coincides with that of the words in the vocabulary of each language. A similar system is 

still in use for the Chinese writing system where there are tens of thousands of ideograms. 

     The Sumerians used a writing known as cuneiform which was soon used in other 

languages of the ancient Near-East. The wedge-shaped signs could be ideograms 

corresponding to a concept and then to a specific word, and/or syllabograms. 

    The invention of syllabographic writing introduced a huge simplification because each 

grapheme corresponds to a syllable. 

    A Semitic syllabographic writing still in use is the Ethiopian kind, derived from the 

South Arabian region that is still used today in the Aramaic language. 

    We then went from the syllabographic phase to the consonantic phase where the 

graphemes indicated only the consonants. 

    But we have to reach the Late Bronze Age (XIV century B.C. ) to witness the birth of the 

most successful Semitic writing form known as the Phoenician form. The Phoenician 

writing was later modified by the Greeks in order to create the alphabetic phase currently 

used in many Western scripts. 

      At the same time, however, just as the Phoenician writing form evolved, from the third 

century B. C., in turn developed the Aramaic, the Jewish, the Nabataean, the Syriac and 

other writing forms. 

      Although not all scholars agree, there are those who interpret the Arabic script as a 

manifestation of a writing essentially Aramaic. However, the problem is that the Arabic 

script consists of twenty-eight graphemes whereas in Aramaic there are only twenty-two. 

Therefore in some cases we can see a simple evolution from the Aramaic grapheme to the 

                                                        
23 The language of the Ottoman Dynasty, ceased its Arab scribal phase in 1928, with the 

birth of modern Turkey, to adopt the Latin alphabet still in use, source: La lingua araba, a 

cura di Giuliano Mion, Roma, 2007, p. 57. TN - The Arabic language. 
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Arabic grapheme, in others we can postulate that instead of Aramaic graphemes groups are 

merged into a single Arabic grapheme. 

1.6 How do you write in Arabic? 

       

      

    

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

      The Arabic alphabet is composed of twenty-eight letters and the writing has three key 

features: 

 left hand side: the writing starts from the right to the left, the opposite of the Latin 

script. This implies that all publications are printed in reverse; 

  only cursive: uppercase letters, lowercase letters, and block letters do not exist in 

Arabic. All letters bind to each other, except six of which bind to the right, but not 

on the left; 

  consonants: it exclusively uses consonants. 

      Long vowels ā, ī and ū are in fact actually made up of graphemes corresponding to 

semiconsonants أ‘alif to ā, ي y to ī and و w to ū. The short vowels a, i, u, and the double 

consonants are made up of diacritic signs placed above or below the single consonant: for 
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example the consonant د d can be َد dā,  ِد dī, ِ د dū or only ــ ِ د with an accent called sukūn 

’silence’ that indicates absence of vowel. 

     Because the Arabic script is only cursive, the pen never moves away from the sheet, 

except between one word and another. The letters are written slightly different depending 

on the position of the word. All letters except six, have four forms: 

 Initial letter: letter at the beginning of the word; 

 Central / Median letter: letter in the middle of the word; 

 Final letter: letter at the end of word; 

 Isolated letter: the letter in this case does not bind but remains isolated from the 

word itself. 

      Obviously every writing has different “parallel” uses. When in fact a religion is founded 

on a holy book, the writing has a high prestige and where there is sacredness of language, 

there is also sacredness of writing, as is the case with Arabic. 

1.7 The sacredness of the Arabic language 

       Although there are many important minorities of non-

Muslim Arabs, it is evident that Arabic plays a particular 

role especially for the Muslim community. Apart from 

being the language of a great literature, Arabic is the 

language of the Koranic Revelation. The Koran is the holy 

book of Islam, and was revealed to Muhammad through the 

angel Gabriel. The Italian name corresponds to the original 

term Arab القرآن al-Qur'ān, derived from the root q-r -' 

indicating the action of 'reading aloud’. A translation of the 

Qur'ān would correspond roughly to 'proclamation' , 

'preaching' or, ultimately, 'acting'. As indeed the style of 

the Koran is a rhythmic prose, in mosques during prayer it is chanted and not just read and 

it consists of 114 chapters called sūra. God completes the Revelation already begun with 

Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and the other prophets, by sending to an Arab, Muhammad, his 

book in "distinct Arabic ". In this way, if in the pre-Islamic era an Arab identity was 

threatened by tribal fragmentation, Islam instead maintains the equality of all ethnic groups 
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across the divine message and makes the Arabic language a fundamental dogma. The fact 

that the Revelation is in Arabic has been repeatedly and explicitly stated in the same sacred 

text: 

 

“So we have revealed an Arabic Quran to you, in order that you may warn the capital city 

and all who live nearby...”24 and again: “We have sent it down as an Arabic Qur'an so you 

people may understand”25 and finally: “This is still the revelation of the Lord of Creation 

[...] in clear Arabic language.”26  From these quick hints it is comprensible how the 

linguistic factor is important for the Muslim community and how it exceeds the value of 

cultural cohesion expressed in any European language, or even in Latin, in the Christian 

world. 

1.8 Modern trends 

      For typographic reasons in the modern era proposals have been made for the 

simplification of the Arabic script but no one has ever received acclaim. It should be noted, 

however, that the new means of communication, such as the computer and the mobile 

phone, are at the center of what could be called a contemporary scribal revolution. 

       Most of the technologies created in the '90s are now common throughout the world. 

They include the Internet, emails, chat and text messages, which were initially written only 

with the system based on the Latin alphabet. Many Arabs were consequently forced to 

transliterate Arabic using the only alphabet supported at the time by these technologies.  

       By now the systems have evolved to the point that almost all of them can be used to 

write in Arabic, but it seems that many people continue to prefer transliterated forms. The 

result is the so-called  

                                                        
24 Kuran, XII, 1-2 

 
25 Kuran, XIII, 37 

 
26 Kuran, XXVI, 192-3,195 
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 ‘arabiyyat ad-dardaša’27 which transcribes the message as it would be said: it can be in the 

Arabic dialect or in Classical Arabic.  

         This is the innovation and the reason for its success: we do not think about the 

message in dialect and then translate it into classic Arabic and write it, but we tend to 

directly transcribe the spoken language.  

An example of arabiyyat ad-dardaša: 

6ama6em aw ba9al / tamatem aw basal 

Modern Standard Arabic: طماطم أو بصل 

Translation: tomato or onion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
27 The Arabic Language of Chat, source: La lingua araba, a cura di Giuliano Mion, Roma, 

2007, p. 89. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

“THE ARRIVAL OF THE ARAB POPULATION IN 

THE MEDITERRANEAN” 

 

2.1 The Islamic expansion between the VII and VIII century  

     The Islamic expansion is the phenomenon that occurred during the VII century thanks 

to the followers of Islam: first came the Arabs, then the Persians, Turks, Berbers, Indians, 

Africans who conquered a vast empire, with an expansion that continued until XVIII 

century thanks to the Ottoman Empire and the Mughal Empire28. Although the unification 

of the Bedouin tribes started with the same prophet Muhammad, he was not interested in 

creating a full-fledged state, for which the expansion itself is generally dated from his death 

in 632, in the three continents of Asia, Africa and Europe. 

    The Bedouins who lived in the Arabian Peninsula were considered a harmless threat by 

the two great empires interested in the area: the Byzantine and the Persian Sassanids29. The 

first, in the third century, had favored the emergence of the Arab kingdom of Ghassanids30, 

                                                        
28 It was an empire established and ruled by a Persianate dynasty of Chagatai Turco 

Mongol extended over large parts of the Indian subcontinent and Afghanistan, source: Alex 

Metclafe, The Muslims of Medieval Italy, (Edinburgh Unibersity Press, 2009) p.89. 

 
29  It was the last Iranian empire before the rise of Islam, source: Alex Metclafe, The 

Muslims of Medieval Italy, (Edinburgh Unibersity Press, 2009) p.89. 

 
30 They were a group of Arabs that emigrated in the III century from the southern Arabian 

Peninsula to the Levant region, source: Alex Metclafe, The Muslims of Medieval Italy, 

(Edinburgh Unibersity Press, 2009) p.89. 
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between Petra and Palmyra; while the second had favored the emergence of Lakhmids31 in 

Al-Hira. At the beginning of the VII century, Muhammad was able to create the Arab nation 

by establishing a theocratic state. On the death of the Prophet in 632, the Byzantines and 

the Sassanids were exhausted from a devastating conflict that lasted for a century, the 

changing fortunes saw the victory of the former: in 614 the Persians conquered and razed 

Jerusalem, stealing the relics of the Holy Cross; in 626 they arrived in the walls of 

Constantinople but, in 628, Heraclius started an effective war that led to victory in 628 and 

the occupation of the enemy capital of Ctesiphon. After this defeat the Persians suffered a 

very serious political and dynastic crisis, but the Byzantines were exhausted due to the 

sheer military and economic effort.  

  After the death of Muhammad a successor was chosen within the ruling elite, which 

continued the activity of the vicar of God: Abu Bakr, who was not a "king", but only the 

political successor of Muhammad and the lieutenant of God on earth. Since then they 

succeeded each other's caliphs, without any close bond of kinship, up to 661, when with the 

first Umayyad caliph, Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan, the capital moved to Damascus until 750, 

the year of the fall of the Umayyad dynasty.  

   In the thirty years of the elective caliphate the conquests of Arabs were surprisingly swift 

and long lasting. In 637 they conquered Ctesiphon and the Persian Empire, in 638 they 

occupied Jerusalem and in 642 the city of Alexandria was occupied.  

   Questions have been asked about how such a rapid conquest of such vast and populous 

areas was possible. Surely we must consider the exhaustion of the locals towards the harsh 

and rapacious Byzantine rule: the Arabs in fact offered paradoxically greater religious 

freedom to the Christians known as "heretics" and they required the payment of a tribute 

that was lighter than the imperial taxation. 

    Conversion and proselytism, for Arabs, were considered necessary for the pagans and 

idolaters, while the same prophet foresaw a distinction between faith and submission, 

identifying the so-called "people of the Book", those who already owned a monotheistic 

                                                                                                                                                                         
 
31 They were Arab Christians who lived in southern Iraq, source: Alex Metclafe, The 

Muslims of Medieval Italy, (Edinburgh Unibersity Press, 2009) p.90. 
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part of the Revelation through the use of the Holy Scriptures, inspired by the same God, but 

were incomplete and corrupted due to human manipulation.     

  These people offered to exercise their faith freely in the territories of Islam, such as gated 

communities, provided that they accept the superiority of Islam, and the payment of taxes. 

    The Christians of Byzantine areas could evaluate the benefits of the conversion to Islam 

and the chance to make a career in the administration of the Caliphate: the converts 

obtained full civil rights and were only required to pay the legal alms. Ten years after the 

death of Muhammad Islam it was no longer a community of only Arabs. The language of 

the caliphate still remained Arabic, which was the language of prayer and the language of 

the sacred text of the Koran. So gradually a community was created with Arabic speaking 

ethnic groups as the expansion went along. 

     The first crisis of Islam occurred between 656 and 661 when Ali, Muhammad's cousin 

and son-in-law, rebelled against the Caliph ' Uthman B. ' Affan, founder of the Umayyad 

dynasty. Both were murdered shortly after this rebellion and their followers established the 

historical rift between Sunnis and Shiites.32  

    The Sunnis who were victorious, founded a hereditary caliphate in 661 moving the 

capital from Medina to Damascus. The new capital abandoned many of the customs of 

nomadic times, creating a court which had as a model that of Constantinople.  

   During the Umayyad era the conquests continued: in the East to the Indus Kush and the 

Aral Sea with the conquest of Kabul and Samarkand; in the West they conquered from 

North Africa to the Iberian Peninsula. From 665 Arabs could count on the Jaloula naval 

base, taken from the Byzantines, and in 670 the city of Kairouan was founded. By 705, the 

"Far West" in Morocco was in the hands of the Arabs and so began the slow and laborious 

process of Islamization of the Berber people, foreign to the Roman civilization and only 

recently Christianized. 

    In 711, with a large fleet commanded by the Berber Tariq ibn Ziyad, the Muslims set 

                                                        
32 Sunnis recognize the Sunna, the written words and deeds of the Prophet while Shiites do 

not recognize the Sunna but only Ali, as the rightful successor of Muhammad, source: Ali 

M. Scalabrin, Il Corano in italiano, letture di riferimento per il musulmano italiano (2013) 

p.50. 
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foot in Spain, in the raided Bay of Algeciras. With approximately 10,000 men they defeated 

the troops of Visigoth Roderic between Algeciras and Cadiz, heading swiftly to Seville, 

Cordoba and, in 713, to Toledo. In 714 Aragon was occupied and by 720 Catalonia and 

Septimania were also occupied.  

     In 717, on the eastern front, the Muslims had laid siege to Constantinople, the two sides 

were headed by Maslamah, the brother of the caliph, who managed to repel the assault 

thanks to "Greek fire"33, temporarily preventing the expansion towards the Balkans.  

    Muslims were stopped at the Battle of Poitiers in 732 by the Carolingian Charles Martel. 

In reality, this event had a mythic resonance, due to the Carolingian cycle. In the 

subsequent years they did not end the raids but rather witnessed a gradual exhaustion of 

Arab pressure which was perhaps the natural conclusion of the expansion process. In 734 in 

fact, due to the betrayal of the Duke of Provence Moronte, he was conquered at the same 

time Arles and Avignon were sacked.  

    In 737 the Arabs arrived to plunder Burgundy, where they withdrew a huge quantity of 

slaves to take to Spain.  

    But the most important and significant Arab conquests were Sicily and some regions of 

southern Italy. 

2.2ِTheِhistoryِofِIslamicِSicily 

   The period of Islamic domination of Sicily went from 827 to 1072 and it can be divided 

into three parts: 

• In the first period Sicily had a governor appointed by the Aghlabid Emir of Kairouan 

(827-910). 

• In the second period the rulers were Fatimids (910-948). 

• The third period was the era of the Kalbids: a dynasty guided by Imam, who came to rule 

the island as a real emirate. 

   The efforts of Muslims to conquer Sicily and parts of southern Italy lasted 75 years. But 

the first naval attacks by Muslims against Sicily, the region of the Eastern Roman Empire, 

                                                        
33 Clay pots or glasses filled with oil were therefore flammable and destroyed the Arab 

fleet, source: Alex Metclafe, The Muslims of Medieval Italy, (Edinburgh Unibersity Press, 

2009) p.63. 
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took place in 652: these raids were organized at a time when the future Umayyad caliph 

Mu'āwiya b. Abī Sufyān was the governor of Syria, recently conquered by the Byzantine 

Empire, led by Mu'āwiya b. Hudayi. 

   A second expedition took place in 669. The expedition was made up of 200 ships from 

Alexandria. Syracuse, the island's capital and the surrounding area, was sacked for a month. 

When the Umayyad conquest of Ifriqiya was completed in the VII century, the attacks 

against Sicily for the purpose of looting became incessant: in 703,728,729,730,731; in 733 

and in 734 the Byzantine military response was remarkable. 

   The first real expedition for the conquest of the island was launched in 740: the Muslim 

prince Habib, who had participated in the occupation of 728 in Syracuse,  started the 

company but was forced to give it up for the need to quell a Berber uprising in Tunisia. 

Another attack occurred against Syracuse in 752. 

   In 812 the son of Ibrāhīm, 'Abd Allāh I b. Ibrāhīm, ordered a vigorous invasion of Sicily, 

but his ships were first thwarted by the intervention of Gaeta and Amalfi, and then largely 

destroyed by a storm. 

   But the real invasion of Sicily began on June 17, 827, and its legions, most of them of 

Berber origins, were entrusted to the qādī34 of Kairouan, Asad b. al-Furāt of Persian origins 

of Khorāsān35. 

    The landing took place the following day near Cape Granitola, near Mazara del Vallo 

and Lilibeum was occupied. It is now the modern Marsala, Marsa 'Ali in Arabic, “The port 

of 'Ali” or Marsa Allāh, “The port of God”, and both centers were fortified and used as a 

bridgehead and base for docking ships. 

    This was the expedition that would in all likelihood make a raid on the island. Asad did 

not delude himself regarding the fact that he could overcome the formidable defense of 

Syracuse, the Byzantine capital of the island, but the substantial Byzantine weakness, just 

                                                        
34 He is a judge ruling in accordance with Islamic religious law, appointed by the ruler of a 

Muslim country, source: Alex Metclafe, The Muslims of Medieval Italy, (Edinburgh 

Unibersity Press, 2009) p. 110. 
 
35  It is a historical region situated in northeastern Persia, source: Alex Metclafe, The 

Muslims of Medieval Italy, (Edinburgh Unibersity Press, 2009) p. 110. 
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emerged from a tough war against the usurper Thomas the Slav. He envisaged the real 

possibility that the initial strategic intent could easily be turned into a successful expedition. 

    But after his death in 828 caused by an epidemic, probably cholera, he was replaced by 

Muhammad b. Abi-Jawārī for the behest of the same soldiers.  

   Muslims got reinforcements in 830, partly by Ifrīqiya and most by al-Andalus36, while in 

Sicily a group of mercenaries under the command of Berber Asbagh b. Wakil, called 

Farghalūs arrived. 

   It was possible for Muslims, that already had taken Agrigento, to conquer in August and 

September in 831 Palermo, the capital of Sicily (Ṣiqilliyya), then Messina (Mūdhiqa) and 

Ragusa, while Enna ("Castrogiovanni") was only taken in 859.  

   More than a decade passed to overcome the resistance of the inhabitants of Val di Mazara 

and it took even more time to take over Val di Noto and Val Demone between 841 and 859. 

Cefalù fell in 837, Corleone in 839, Caltabellotta in 840, Messina in 842, Modica in 845, 

Ragusa in 848, Butera in 853, Enna in 859, Scicli in 865 and the following year they finally 

conquered Val di Noto.  

  Syracuse was conquered on May 28, 878, more than a century and a half from the first 

landing at the end of a relentless siege led by General Ja'far ibn Muhammad that ended with 

the massacre of 5,000 inhabitants and with slavery survivors, redeemed only many years 

later. Only the strongholds of Taormina and Catania remained. The last major stronghold of 

Byzantine resistance to surrender was Tauromenium (Taormina) on August 1, 902 under the 

attacks of the tenth Aghlabid emir, Abu l-Abbas' Abdullah Ibrāhīm b.  Ahmad. The last 

fortress to resist the Muslims was Rometta capituled only in 965, when the Aghlabid 

Emirate had already fallen by more than half a century under the blows of the Ismaili 

Fatimids. Catania and some parts of Val Demone never fell under Arab rule.  

  After the death of the last emir, the Emperor Michael IV the Paphlagonian, wanted to 

once again start a conquest campaign of Sicily by the Arabs, which was entrusted to 

General George Maniace. In the summer of 1038, he landed on the island, where in a very 

short time he occupied Messina. Later the expedition headed for the island's former capital, 

                                                        
36  The name more generally describes the parts of the Iberian Peninsula, source: Alex 

Metclafe, The Muslims of Medieval Italy, (Edinburgh Unibersity Press, 2009) p. 46. 
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Syracuse, which stood until 1040. In the same year Maniace between Randazzo and Troina 

defeated the Muslim troops of an unidentified 'Abd Allāh but shortly after a revolt took 

place, it forced him to leave Sicily.  

  Sicily was managed independently by his emirs: Aghlabids, Fatimids and then by the 

Kalbids. Palermo was designated as the capital because it was the residence of the emir. He 

was the head of the army, the administration and the justice department.  

  The island was divided administratively into three valleys: Val di Mazara, Val Demone 

and Val di Noto and the most important ethnic groups present were the Arabs, Berbers, 

Indigenous and Persians, with some rare Turkish groups of central Asian origins.  

2.3 Muslims in southern Italy 

     After the Emirate of Sicily, Muslims also conquered other regions of southern Italy: 

Apulia, Campania, Calabria and Lucania. 

2.3.1 Apulia: the Emirate of Bari and the invasion of Otranto 

     The Emirate of Bari was a short-lived Arab state ruled by non-Arabs37 located in the 

southern Italian city of Bari from 847 to 871.  

       Bari first became the object of Arab and Berber raids at the end of 840 or at the 

beginning of 841, when it was briefly occupied. Bari was conquered by the Byzantine 

Empire by Kalfün, a servant or escaped slave, of the Aghlabid Emir of Africa. Kalfün was 

probably of Berber stock, possibly from the Emirate of Sicily originally. The conquest was 

seen by contemporary Muslims as unimportant, having been carried out by a minor figure 

without the support of any other Muslim state. Requests were sent, however, by Kalfün's 

successor, Mufarrag ibn Sallam, to the Abbasid caliph, al-Mutawakkil, in Baghdad, and his 

provincial governor of Egypt for recognition of the conquest with the title of wali38, a 

governor ruling over a province of the Caliphate, which was granted. Mufarrag expanded 

Muslim influence and enlarged the territory of the emirate. 

                                                        
37  In the former sense it is a neutral term meaning “stranger” or “foreigner”, source: Alex 

Metclafe, The Muslims of Medieval Italy, (Edinburgh Unibersity Press, 2009) p. 21. 

 
38  From Arabic: والي , is someone who has authority or guardianship over somebody  else 

and it is an administrative title that means magistrate  or governor and is still used today in 

some Muslim countries, source: Alex Metclafe, The Muslims of Medieval Italy, ( Edinburgh 

Unibersity Press, 2009) p. 28.  
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       The third and last emir of Bari was Sawdan, who came to power around 857 after the 

murder of his predecessor Mufarrag. He invaded the lands of the Lombard principality of 

Benevento, forcing Prince Adelchis to pay tribute. In 864 he finally obtained the official 

investiture requested initially by Mufarrag. The town was embellished with a mosque, 

palaces and public works. 

    The invasion of Otranto started in 1480, when an Ottoman Turkish fleet invaded the 

country, landing near the city and capturing it along with its fort.  

Also the Neapolitan force fought against the Turks in 1481 and annihilated them and 

recaptured Otranto. 

     In 1537 the famous Turkish corsair and Ottoman admiral Barbarossa tried again to 

conquer Otranto and the fortress of Castro, but the Turks were eventually repulsed from the 

city. 

2.3.2ِCampania 

   Throughout the IX century, Arab ships dominated the Tyrrhenian Sea. Their pirates 

prowled the Italian coast launching hit and run attacks against the cities of Amalfi, Gaeta, 

Naples and Salerno. During this period, as the cities took command of their own defences, 

the Duchies of Gaeta and Amalfi gained their independence from the Duchy of Naples. The 

Christian states of Campania were not yet prepared, however, to ally against the new 

Saracen threat. Amalfi and Gaeta regularly teamed up with the Saracens and Naples was 

hardly better, all much to the chagrin of the Papacy. In fact, it was Naples that first brought 

Saracen troops to the southern Italian mainland when Duke Andrew II hired them as 

mercenaries during his war with Sicard, Prince of Benevento in 836. In 880, Pope John 

VIII, who encouraged a vigorous policy against the Muslim pirates and raiders, rescinded 

his grant of Traetto to Docibilis I of Gaeta and gave it instead to Pandenolf of Capua as 

Patricia Skinner relates:  

 

“[Pandenolf] began to attack Gaeta's territory, and in retaliation against the pope 

Docibilis unleashed a group of Arabs from Agropoli near Salerno on the area around 

Fondi. The pope was "filled with shame" and restored Traetto to Docibilis. Their 

agreement seems to have sparked off a Saracen attack on Gaeta itself, in which many 
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Gaetans were killed or captured. Eventually peace was restored and the Saracens made a 

permanent settlement on the mouth of the Garigliano River ”.39 

 

   In 915, Pope John IX organized a vast alliance of southern powers, including Gaeta and 

Naples, the Lombard princes and the Byzantines creating the subsequent and successful 

Battle of Garigliano, and the Saracens were ousted permanently from any presence in 

Campania.  

2.3.3ِCalabria 

   In 827, with the landing of the Arabs in Mazara, Sicily became a Muslim and Byzantine 

province in southern Italy for over fifty years. The Duchy of Calabria was affected by this 

new situation: in fact groups of Saracens settled between 840 and 842 in the city of Taranto 

and left Bari to settle closer to Calabria. The situation became even more precarious when 

Tropea, Amantea and Santa Severina were occupied by the Saracens; a Greek army landed 

near Cape Colonna in 880 conquering Sila, in the northern part of Calabria, Lucania and 

Taranto, the cities occupied by the Saracens are instead re-conquered by General 

Nicephorus Phocas The old in 885. In 902 Abu el'-Abbas, emir of Africa, after subjecting 

Taormina conquered Reggio.  His goal was to conquer the south but his dream vanished 

when he died a few months later during the siege of Cosenza. 918 was the period which 

marked the beginning of a long succession of Arabs and Byzantines to contend Reggio 

Calabria and the territories of the duchy. 

    In 922, Sant'Agata was besieged and conquered; it was one of the pre-Aspromonte 

strongholds surrounding Reggio. In 929-930 the eunuch Slavic Sabir sent raids on the 

coasts of Calabria and Apulia. In 951 the emir Hasan b. 'Ali al-Kalbi occupied the city of 

Reggio abandoned by its inhabitants, and continued to Gerace. The same scenario took 

place in Cassano. In the spring of 952 the troops of Calabria and Longobardia led by the 

strategists Pascalio and the patrician Malakinos, clashed with the Saracens, near Gerace, 

and were finally defeated.  

 

                                                        
39  Patricia Skinner, Medieval Amalfi and its diaspora 800-1250, (2013) chapter 1 p.33. 
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2.3.4ِLucania 

    The Saracens reached Lucania by exploiting the viability of the valleys, carrying out 

robberies and taking prisoners to employ them as slaves in the Islamic centers of the 

Mediterranean at the time of its maximum expansion. In 872 they sacked Grumento, in 907 

they occupied Abriola and Pietrapertosa, in 994 they occupied Matera after having besieged 

it for three months. They also started to manifest their souls of merchants, craftsmen and 

farmers building ties with indigenous intense relations of peaceful coexistence and 

economic and cultural exchange. These appropriations were significant and long lasting in 

the Bradano and Basento River basin, of the southernmost point of Potenza (known as 

basso Potentino) from Pietrapertosa to Abriola and the Valley of Agri. The little explored 

architectural traces of Arab- Muslim populations, show how it was not just groups of 

soldiers, but true communities that used their political military dominance, to draw local 

advantages, to boost and expand trade. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

“ARABISMS IN SOUTHERN DIALECTS” 

 

3.1 The Siculo-Arabic language 

      The Siculo-Arabic language is a dialect of Arabic spoken in Sicily and Malta between 

the IX and XIV century; currently the influence of Arabic is present in hundreds of Sicilian 

words, most of which concern agriculture and related activities. This is understandable as 

the Arabs introduced many techniques to Sicily that, at the time, were unknown or had 

fallen into oblivion, mainly concerning irrigation and cultivation and new types of crops, 

many of which are still harvested today. 

Below are some words of Arabic origin: 

 Bagghiu: from bahah, courtyard 

 Balata: from balat, stone or balastrade 

 Burnia or Burnìa: from burniya, jar 

 Carrubba: from harrub, carob tree 

 Cassata: from qashata, is a typical Sicilian dessert 

 Dammusu: from dammūs, ceiling 

 Favara: from fawwara, water source 

 Gebbia: from jabh, cistern 

 Maìdda: from màida, is a wooden vessell used to mix flour 

 Noria: from n’r, waterwheel 

 Sciàbaca or Sciabachèju: from shabaka, fishing net 

 Tannùra: from tannūr, built-in kitchen 

 Zaffarana: from za’farān, saffron 

 Zagara: from zahra, orange flower 

 Zaccànu: from sakan, fence for animals 

 Zammù: from zammut, anise 
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 Zibibbu: from zabīb, raisin 

 Zìrru: from zir, container 

 Zuccu: from sūq, ree trunk. 

     There are also many toponyms: 

 Calascibetta, Calatabiano, Calatafimi, Caltabellotta, Caltagirone, 

Caltanissetta, Calvavuturo came from qal’a which means fortification 

 Marsala cames from Marsa Allāh which means port of God 

 Mongibello, Gibellina, Gibilmanna, Gibilrossa came from gebel which means 

mountain. 

     Many surnames also come from Arabic like: 

 Buscema: it is believed it came from an Italianization of the Arabic name Abu tir or 

butirah which means shepherd 

 Caruana: from Persian kārwān which means caravan 

 Cassarà: from qasr, castle 

 Fragalà: “ Joy of Allāh” 

 Sciarrabba: from sarab, beverage. 

3.2 Dialects of Campania 

      Also the Neapolitan dialect has many arabisms:  

 Bardascia: its derivation is from bardag, indicating the foreign slave girl, made 

spoils of war or raid. 

 Bazzariota: remote denomination of the vendor of retail goods, received from the 

bazaar, the traditional eastern market. Now the word has taken the meaning of a 

lazy, unreliable, wandering person. 

 Cantaro: unit of weight equal to one hundred rolls (90kg), replaced by our more 

ponderous quintal. 

 Carrafa, Carraffella and Giarra: small glass pitcher, this denomination came 

from garaf. 

 Farfariello: name reserved by Dante for the devil, but very common in the 

Neapolitan dialect with a similar meaning; it came from farfar which means devil. 
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 Felusse: it was one of eighty synonyms for money; it came from fulus which means 

coins.  

 Guallara: it was the first denomination of hernia; it came from hadara which 

means swelling.  

 Paposcia: an old and deformed slipper, it came from babush, the traditional eastern 

footwear with the tip pointing upwards.  

 Sciarappa: a very sweet beverage, it also refers to a sweet and tasty wine; it came 

from sharab. 

 Sciaveca: is the fishing net, it came from shabaka. 

 Tarì: a gold coin introduced by the Normans coined in Amalfi, still today it is 

called “tareno”. It came from dirahim. 

 Ziro: is a large container cotaining oil, which came from zir. 

3.3 Dialects of Apulia 

      Apulian dialects have many words of Arabic origin, which partially spread from Sicily 

during the Arab domination of the island and derived in part from the Muslims of Frederick 

II. 

Here are some examples:  

 Arrakamé: from raqama, to embroider 

 Arrassà: from arrada, to separate 

 Bardascə: from bardag,boy 

 Kémə: from hama, chaff 

 Kupétə from qubbaita, nougat 

 Ngəlippə from giuleb, mint julep 

 Màzzərə from Masara, Mazzera   

 Ruménə from rummana, counterweight of scales  

 Sciàbbəkə from shabaka, fishing net 

 Tamarrə from tammar ( date-sellers), boor 

 Tavutə from tabut, coffin 

 Zacquarə from saqqa, a muddy or dirty person  
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 Zanzénə from simsar, broker.  

3.4 Dialects of Calabria 

      The Saracen raids on the coasts of Calabria have left traces in the dialects of Calabria. 

The Saracens did not rule in modern Calabria, but only carried out frequent raids on the 

coasts during the X and the XI century. Being undisputed rulers of Sicily, the Arabs took 

advantage of their privileged position to submit the coastal towns of Calabria to paying 

taxes and having trade relations. All this led to an acquisition, albeit minimal, of certain 

"Arabisms" in the dialects of Calabria, whose presence is still certified today. Here are 

some examples: 

 Tùminu / tumminàta: from tumn, tomolo ( a lande measure) 

 Zìrra / zìrru / giarra: from  zir,  container for oil 

 ‘Guajeraِ/ِGuallera:ِfrom adara, hernia  

 Limbìccu / muccu: from al-ambiq, snot 

 Caruba: from harrub, carob tree 

 Sciàbaca / Sciachèju: from shabaka, fishing net  

 Zaccànu: from sakan, fence for animals  

 Cafiso / Cafisu: from qafiz, measurement of volume for oil.  

     Some surnames also came from Arabic:  

 Modafferi: from muzzafar, victorious  

 Bosurgi: from buzurg, big  

 Naimo: from na’im, gentle  

 Nesci: from nashi, young  

 Tafuri / Tafuro: from taifuri, manufacturer of kitchenware.  

3.5 Dialects of Lucania 

      Arabic loanwords are essentially commercial terminology and expressions, but there are 

Arab-Berber linguistic contributions concerning the sphere of anthroponyms and names, 

nicknames, epithets, food, housing organization, land ownership, vegetable-fruit products, 

many everyday objects and clothing. 

Some examples are: 
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 Musàl: tablecloatch 

 Ra’anate:ِmeat, fish, potatoes or other food flavored with oregano and spices 

cooked over coals  

 Ciuféca: a disgusting beverage  

 Celèpp: sugar dissolved in water to cover cakes 

 Surbètt: snow treated with cooked must 

 Scerrà: to bicker 

 Tavùt: coffin 

 Za’glia: ribbon 

 Zuquarèdd: rope; 

 Zzirr: container for oil.  

3.6 The comedy of souther dialects 

       I found it very entertaining to see how two Italian comedians make fun of some Italian 

dialects with their performance. The famous comedians Enrico Brignano and Pino 

Campagna tell the truth about two southern dialetcs like the Sicilian and the Apulian 

dialect.  

3.6.1 Enrico Brignano and Pino Campagna: Do we speak 

Italian or Arabic? 

        Enrico Brignano is a comedian with different Italian 

origins: he was born in Rome but he has origins from Sicily 

and Abruzzo. There is a colorful and nomadic history in 

Brignano's ‘genealogical tree’. In fact, his father was not 

Italian, he was the son of Sicilian immigrants and his 

nationality was Tunisian. One of the shows in which he 

emphasizes the presence of Arabic phonemes in the Sicilian 

dialect is definitely “Di madre lingua e di padre straniero” 

(Mother Tongue and Foreign Father) where he tells about, in a 

comical way, the story of his father when he was a child and 

when he lived in Tunisia.  
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    Another interesting and hilarious 

comedian is Pino Campagna, a famous 

comedian of Apulian origins known for 

being in the comedy show “Zelig”. One of 

his most funniest performances is “Il 

pugliese: il dialetto che perfeziona la lingua 

straniera” (Apulian dialect: the dialect that 

perfects a foreign language), where he 

affirms that the Apulian dialects help to 

improve the mastery of foreign languages, mainly Arabic.  

     It is interesting to see how the comedians analyze their dialects in a comical way, to 

show the audience the various civilizations that linguistically invaded the language, starting 

from the dialects.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

     We can see how Arabic from the Middle Ages to the present has played an important 

role and has influenced significantly the Italian language. My goal was to show that the 

diversity of cultures does not constitute one of the greatest threats to the survival of the 

human species, nowadays some “shortsighted” people have started talking about a “clash” 

between civilizations, concealing an attitude that can be defined “anti-historical”, because 

basically they are uninformed and very provincial. It would be more appropriate to speak of 

encounters between civilizations that have already occurred over the more fruitful and 

glorious centuries of the same Islamic-Arab civilization that was made up of tolerance and 

openness towards foreigners. 

      To get close to any civilization that is “close to ” or “far” from our culture, the first 

available means is the language through which one expresses a culture. In fact, the object of 

my topic is language.  

     The right question to ask ourselves is “Do we speak Arabic?”, the answer is absolutely 

affirmative and we can consider ourselves true Arabic-speakers. Unconsciously we speak 

Arabic daily when we go to the market, eat typical Sicilian food or just speak in dialect. 

      This is the beauty of mixing two civilizations that are completely different from one 

other, that have different traditions and cultures, but use the same language. Without the 

Islamic expansion the Mediterranean dialects would not be the same ones we speak today. 

Citing an Arabic saying: 

 

«It is nice to think that men have thousands of complex languages to express their thoughts 

more formally and that a European, an Indian and an Arab express their joy laughing in 

the same way».40 

 

 

                                                        
40 Ali M. Scalabrin, Il Corano in italiano, letture di riferimento per il musulmano italiano 

(2013), p.136. 
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